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1 INTRODUCTION
Water vapor is one of the main forces for weather development as well as for mesoscale air transport processes. The
monitoring of water vapor is therefore an important aim in remote sensing of the atmosphere. Current operational
systems for water vapor detection use primarily the emission in the thermal infrared (AVHRR, GOES, ATSR,
Meteosat) or in the microwave radiation bands (DMSP). The disadvantage of current satellite systems is either a
coarse spatial (horizontal) resolution ranging from one to tens of kilometers or a limited insight into the lower
atmosphere. Imaging spectrometry on the other hand measures total column water vapor contents at a high spatial
horizontal resolution and has therefore the potential of filling these gaps.
The sensors of the AVIRIS instrument are capable of acquiring hyperspectral data in 224 bands located in the
visible and near infrared at 10 nm resolution. This data includes the information on constituents of the earth's surface
as well as of the atmosphere. The optical measurement of water vapor can be performed using sensor channels
located in bands or lines of the absorption spectrum. The AVIRIS sensor has been used to retrieve water vapor and
with less accuracy carbon dioxide, oxygen and ozone. To retrieve the water vapor amount, the so called differential
absorption technique has been applied (Carr•re et al., 1993; Kaufman et al., 1992). The goal of this technique is to
eliminate background factors by taking a ratio between channels within the absorption band and others besides the
band. Various rationing methods on the basis of different channels and calculation techniques were developed.
The influence of a trace gas of interest on the radiance at the sensor level is usually simulated by using radiative
transfer codes. In this study, the spectral transmittance and radiance are calculated by MODTRAN3 simulations with
the new DISORT option (Abreu et al., 1995). The objective of this work is to test the best performing differential
absorption techniques for imaging spectrometry of tropospheric water vapor.

2 ATMOSPHERIC PRE-CORRECTION
The radiance at the sensor level Ls can be expressed in a simple form as the sum of the ground reflected radiance Lgnd
(including direct and path scattered ground reflected radiance) and the backscattered atmospheric radiance Latm not
reflected by the ground:
Ls (r , h ) =

Lgnd (r , h ) +
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Latm ( h )

(1)

The second term is not dependent on the ground reflectance r but is sensitive to the atmospheric composition, in
particular the aerosol amount and the water vapor content, which values depend on the ground altitude h. At low
ground reflectance, the atmospheric radiance is the major contributor to the total radiance, whereas at higher
reflectance the first term dominates. Erroneous water vapor contents are retrieved, because the second term acts as a
ground reflectance independent offset to the first term (Gao and Geotz, 1990a).
For an improved water vapor retrieval it is therefore necessary to perform an atmospheric pre-correction by
subtracting an estimate of Latm ( h ) from the radiometrically calibrated data. The height and channel dependent
atmopheric radiance can be estimated by simulating the total radiance at the sensor at zero albedo. It can be shown,
that the atmospheric pre-corrected differential absorption method (APDA, see section 3) is insensitive to variations of
the ground reflectance, whereas without the atmospheric pre-correction a clear dependency on ground reflectance
results. If it is possible to perform a satisfactory atmospheric pre-correction as described, the differential absorption
ratio values will only be dependent on an appearant water vapor transmittance. The effects of atmospheric precorrection, simulated over various surface types and the improvements on water vapor retrieval are shown in detail by
Borel and SchlŠpfer (1996).

3 DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION TECHNIQUES
Differential absorption techniques are a practicable way to determine trace gas contents from a spectrum of an
absorption band, which is easy to implement at low computing time costs. In general they perform a rationing
between channels within the absorption feature (measurement channels) and channels in its vicinity (reference
channels) to detect the relative strength of absorption. Curve fitting techniques (Gao and Goetz, 1990a) are not
considered in this study, because of their higher complexity and computing time. Table 1 shows a compilation of the
considered techniques.
Method
Continuum Interpolated Band
Ratio
Linear Regression Ratio
Atmopheric Pre-corrected
Dfferential Absorption technique

Table 1:

Abbreviation
CIBR

# Meas.
channels
1

# Ref.
channels
2

Source

Remarks

Bruegge, 1990

LIRR
APDA

³1
³1

³3
³2

SchlŠpfer, 1995
new

common water vapor retrieval
technique
extended CIBR technique
see paper

Differential absorption techniques used in this study.

The reflectance slope can be taken into account by using reference channels on both sides of the absorption band.
One measurement channel is ratioed to a linear interpolated value at the same wavelength between two reference
channels. The quotient of this ÔContinuum Interpolated Band Ratio' technique (CIBR, Bruegge et al., 1990) is
calculated as:
RCIBR =

Lm
w r1 × Lr1 + w r2 × Lr2

where:

w r1 =

l r2 - l m
l r2 - l r1

and w r2 =

l m - l r1
l r2 - l r1

(2)

where Lm is the radiance at the measurement channel with its central wavelength l m and Lr1 , Lr 2 are the radiances at
the reference channels at the central wavelengths l r1 , l r 2 .The sensor's noise is one of the big error sources for a precise trace gas measurement, which is reduced by the consideration of a maximum number of selected channels. A
linear regression through the reference channels is used to compute a radiance at the center wavelength of the measurement channels. This Linear Regression Ratio (LIRR) is an extension of the CIBR by more suitable channels.
RLIRR =

(

Lm

LIR [ l r ] , [ Lr ]

)

and

RAPDA =

lm
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(

Lm - Latm,m

[

LIR [ l r ] , Lr - Latm,r

])

(3a, 3b)
lm

where Lm is the mean of the signal in the measurement channels with the corresponding mean wavelength l m . and
LIR([x],[y]) is a linear regression through the defined vectors. When the atmospheric pre-correction is applied by
subtracting the atmospheric not ground reflected radiance from the radiance at the sensor, the LIRR becomes an
atmospheric pre-corrected differential absorpion technique (APDA, equation 3b). For one measurement channel and
two reference channels the equation 3a reduces to the CIBR calculation (eq. 2) and equation 3b reduces to the 3channel APDA technique, described in Borel and SchlŠpfer (1996).

4 EVALUATION OF DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION TECHNIQUES
4.1.

CHANNEL SELECTION

The two channel categories mentioned in section 2 are evaluated using the channel selection procedure proposed by
SchlŠpfer et al. (1995a). Measurement channels are searched within the absorption band because they should be
sensitive to variations of the trace gas amount. Furthermore the difference between the signal of the trace gas and the
noise must be clearly discernible in these channels and other absorbing atmospheric species must not disturb the
signal of the trace gas of interest. A reference channel has to meet two conditions: The signal should not be
influenced by any atmospheric species and the effective signal to noise ratio must be as big as possible. The
mentioned requirements were expressed as mathematical channel qualifiers for measurement and reference channels by
SchlŠpfer et al. (1995a). One factor, which has to be considered in addition to the mathematical selection procedure is
the wavelength distance of the reference channels from their corresponding measurement channels. It has to be
minimized to reduce errors due to non-linearity effects of the background radiance.
The channel selection procedure was applied to simulated data corresponding to AVIRIS images from 1991 over
Central Switzerland and from 1995 over Camarillo (California). Ranked sets of channels to be used in differential
absorption techniques were defined. First analysis showed, that the best suited wavelength region is the 940 nm
absorption band. Hence, only channels in its region (from about 850 nm to 1070 nm) were further considered (see
tableÊ2). A crucial factor for the channel selection is the total water vapor transmittance, which has to be estimated
from an average total columnar water vapor content for each scene. In 1995 the average transmittance was not exactly
known from radiosonde data. Therefore the best channels on both sides of the maximal absorption (channels 59 and
64; both in the slope of the absorption feature) were also selected for further evaluations.
AVIRIS 1991 data
(939 nm; s-band)
(949 nm; s-t-band)

measurement channels

60
61

reference channels
(near the selected meas. channels)

52 to 54
66 to 73

Table 2:

4.2

AVIRIS 1995 data

(862 - 881 nm)
(987 - 1065 nm)

59
( 912 nm; r-band)
61 to 64 ( 932 - 961 nm; s-t-band)
54 to 56 (865 - 884 nm)
68 to 70 (999 - 1018 nm)

The best performing measurement and reference channels for water vapor measurement, based on the
characteristics of 1991 and 1995 AVIRIS data.

METHOD SELECTION

A good method for the measurement of a trace gas must meet the following requirements: 1) little noise effects due
to the statistic error of the single channels, 2) low cross sensitivity to variations of disturbing atmospheric
constituents, and 3) insensitivity to changing ground reflectance characteristics. The techniques given in section 3 are
applied for various channel combinations and tested regarding the above conditions. Each of the latter is described by
a metric value.
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For 1991 data a large set of methods were compared by multiplying these values (similar to the channel selection
procedure) and by setting single limits for each metric (SchlŠpfer et al., 1995b). It was found, that the use of more
than 3 channels of the best ranked ones reduces the total image noise without losing information. Techniques of
higeher complexity like absorption slope analysis or unlinear regressions failed due their high sensitivity to the
sensor noise. The APDA(60,61;53,54,66,67,68) method was finally selected for application to the images (SchlŠpfer
et al., 1995b).
For 1995 data a total number of 360 methods was introduced, consisting of APDA and LIRR/CIBR
combinations with 4 (respective 2) reference channels and 2 (respective 1) measurement channels. For the test of
atmospheric cross sensitivity, MODTRAN3 runs with varying aerosol and water vapor contents were taken as
calibration data for the defined methods. All retrieval methods were then applied to radiance data of a spatial image
subset. Since it can be assumed, that the water vapor variability over a small flat area is modest, the standard
deviation of the processed water vapor ratio values in this image subset is taken as a measure for errors due to the
total image noise (= sensor noise + ground reflectance variations).
A limit for the qualifiers was set to get a pre-evaluated set of methods, which had to fulfill the requirements in
the best 10 percent of all 360 methods. The percent limit was interactively reduced until less than 10 methods
remained. These methods were applied to images and the columnar water vapor content was quantified. Special effects
in the water vapor image, like erroneous channels or obvious misquanitfications, leaded to further exclusions and reevaluation of other methods. The whole method selection process was performed in two major steps after the channel
selection: the theoretical pre-evaluation based on simulations, sensor characterisics and image subsets and a practical
evaluation, based on effective quantification results, ground truth comparisons and effects in the resulting image.
As expected, the APDA - technique increased the significance of the water vapor signal against the standard
deviation in the 100x100 pixel subset, i. e. the background reflectance influences were suppressed. Also the aerosol
influence could be slightly reduced by the atmospheric pre-correction. The error induced by aerosols is nearly twice as
big for methods with measurement channels in the slope of the band than for those in the center. Therefore the
measurement channels in the absorption maximum had to be used, although those in the slope showed better ranking
results after the channel selection procedure.
Figure 1 shows six of the best performing methods for 1995 data. The absolute error was obtained by comparing
a relatively small water vapor signal with the two error factors 'Aerosols' and 'Total image noise'. The rationing to
the estimated total water vapor amount of about 29.2 kg/m2 at image base level yielded the percentage of the relative
errors. The estimated errors due to an aerosol variation between visibilities of 23 km and 12 km at ground level was
between 1.0 and 1.3 kg/m2; corresponding to a relative error of about 3.5 to 4.5% (see figure 1). The combined
background reflectance and sensor noise error, given by the standard deviation within the image subset, is nearly half
as big with 2 to 2.5% on the retrieved water vapor amount (this error will increase for larger subsets). The channel
combination was defined based on the best performing methods as shown in figure 1. The theoretical total error of
the retrieval is estimated to be below 5% (aerosol error + image noise error) on the total water vapor amount out of
the above method evaluation, which corresponds to a columnar amount of about ±1.5Êkg/m2.

APDA(61,62;55,56,69,70)
Aerosol error
Total image noise

APDA(62;55,56,68,69)
APDA(62;55,68)
LIRR(61,62;55,56,68,69)
LIRR(61;55,56,69,70)
CIBR(61;55,68)
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Figure 1: Evaluation results for 1995 AVIRIS data, the water vapor retrieval error is given relative to normal midlatitude
summer conditions.
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4.3

RELATING RATIO VALUES TO TOTAL COLUMNAR WATER VAPOR

The Differential Absorption technique yields only unquantified ratio values, which have to be transformed to total
water vapor amounts. Frouin et al. (1989) and Carrere et al. (1993) used an exponential approach for the relationship
of a differential absorption ratio R to its corresponding water vapor amount (PW). For this study it was extended to
the equation:
R=e

(

- g + a (PW)b

)

1

solved for the water vapor amount:

ln( R) + g ö b
PW = - æ
è
ø
a

(4)

The water vapor retrieval procedure for image data follows the following steps: First simulated data in the
AVIRIS-channels at various total columnar water vapor contents is obained by MODTRAN3 runs. Then the
previously selected, best performing differential absorption technique is applied to the thus simulated radiance at the
sensor, what yields a look up table for the relationship between water vapor content and ratio value. The constants
a, b and g of the exponential fitting function (4) are derived from the LUT and used to invert the ratio image to the
final retrieved total columnar water vapor distribution image. Typical values for a are 0.12- 0.18, for b 0.65 to 0.80
and for g -0.05 to 0.4. The procedure can be extended by iterative APDA calculations and by using cubic spline
interpolations instead of equation (4) (Borel and SchlŠpfer, 1996).

5 APPLICATION TO AVIRIS IMAGES
The methodology described in the previous sections was applied to two AVIRIS scenes:
1) Site: Central Switzerland, 'Risch'

Date: July 5, 1991

run 6, scene1

2) Site: Santa Monica, 'Camarillo'

Date: May 26, 1995

run 8, scene3

5.1

SCENE OVER CENTRAL SWITZERLAND

The selected differential absorption method for 1991 was applied to the AVIRIS'91 scene of Central Switzerland
(Meyer, 1994). The Ô91 data has a five time worse SNR compared with the most recent AVIRIS data. However, this
data set is valuable for atmospheric imaging spectrometry because of the extensive simultaneous in-situ
measurements of atmospheric trace gases, taken during the Swiss POLLUMET experiment. Various balloon
soundings in and near the test region were combined to obtain the actual profile for the date of over flight (5th of
July, 1991). The error of these radiosonde measurements is estimated to be within ±10%. Additionally, the spatial
distribution of water vapor was measured by in situ flights of an ultra light aircraft.
The above explained correction of the path radiance effect had to be done to diminish the impact of the
background albedo. Since the path radiance is dependent on the ground altitude, a height dependent correction had to
be applied. The radiance over zero albedo was simulated at different altitudes using MODTRAN3 with the DISORT
option. The height information from the corresponding DEM was used to get a height dependent path radiance for
each channel and pixel. This term was then subtracted from the radiometric calibrated 1991 AVIRIS-data and the ratio
applied to these corrected data.
The water vapor retrieval results of the APDA(60,61;53,54,66,67,68) method are shown in figure 2. The highest
concentrations measured near the lake in the image are about 29 kg/m2 and the mean column near the shore is
28.5Êkg/m2. The integration of the measured water vapor profiles taken from radiosonde data yields a total column of
29.7Êkg/m2 over the lake level (414 m a.s.l.). This small difference of about 5% between radiosonde data and the
quantified AVIRIS values is within the error of radiosonde data in general and also within the error range of the
retrieval procedure described above.
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Figure 2: Upper left: raw image (at channel 54, 881 nm); lower left: water vapor retrieval with atmospheric pre-correction;
upper right: terrain adjusted differential water vapor distribution without atmospheric pre-correction; lower
right: same processing as upper right after height dependent atmospheric pre-correction. All images are
smoothed with a filter size of 5x5 pixels, the lake is masked out for the terrain adjusted images.

The spatial water vapor distribution correlates very well with the DTM of the region, because the highest concentrations of water vapor are found in the boundary layer (lower troposphere) with an exponential decrease with height.
The difference in terrain height of 540 m produces a decrease of water vapor of about 9 kg/m2, which is obtained out
of the image between the highest and the lowest terrain point (954 m a.s.l to 414 m a.s.l). The same amount is
obtained by integrating the radiosonde profile between these height levels, within an error of about 5%.
For the interpretation of water vapor distribution in rugged terrain, the influence of the terrain overrides real
spatial changes in water vapor concentrations. This effect of the terrain was reduced by calculating an average ÔidealÕ
water vapor distribution map based on the digital elevation model and the average total columnar water vapor
contents at each height level. This water vapor distribution averaged at each height level was then subtracted from the
quantified total columnar water vapor distribution. The resulting terrain adjusted differential water vapor maps for
LIRR and APDA calculation are shown in figure 2. Obvious underestimations over the relatively dark forests can be
observed in the uncorrected image, as already described by Gao and Goetz (1990). If the atmospheric pre-correction is
applied, most of these errors caused by variations of the background reflectance disappear, leading to a better estimate
of relative water vapor concentrations.

5.2

SCENE OVER CAMARILLO, CALIFORNIA

For the 1995 data the total aerosol content was not known exactly. Therefore a stretch factor f for the atmospheric
pre-correction term of the APDA technique was determined over an image subset. The correction expands by this
factor f to Ls ©= Ls - f × Latm , where f is optimized so that the standard deviation of the ratio in the subset
s ( Rsubset ) = min . This correction factor was used with the APDA technique for the image data as well as for the
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corresponding simulated quantification data. The introduction of that optimization factor is an empirical approach to
improve the effect of atmospheric pre-correction, whereas Borel and Schlaepfer (1996) show an iterative approach for
the same problem.
The application of the APDA technique on the 1995 data showed the unexpected effects of edge-enhancement
along the borders of the agricultural fields (see figure 3). Since cast shadows in irrigation channels and from plants
would not show the observation systematicallity, this must be a sensor inherent effect. According to Chrien (1996)
the new AVIRIS focal plane features erroneous amplifiers which cause bright areas bounded by dark areas to appear
somewhat delayed. The delay increases with the magnitude of changing signal. Since the reference channels have
more than twice the signal of the measurement channels, they were delayed. To correct for this effect, a pixel shifting
between single channels was assumed (even before we heard about the AVIRIS hardware problem). A procedure to
detect sub-pixel shifts (Varosi, 1994) was run over the channels used in the water vapor retrievel algorithm. This
analysis, which maximizes the correlation between the single channels, showed that the used reference channels
(#Ê55,56,68,69,70) were shifted across the flight direction by about 0.15 pixels to the measurement channels
(#Ê61,62), whereas in flight direction nearly no shift was detected. All relevant channels were then reregistered by
shifting them by the calculated sub-pixel shifts, using bilinear interpolation. The corrected water vapor images were
significantly improved compared to the uncorrected images (see figure 3).
The series shown in figure 3 (see also slide in the appendix) corresponds to an equally enhanced water vapor
calculation with two correction steps. When doing the traditional differential absorption technique, high impacts of
the background characteristics are reported (left). After the atmospheric pre-correction most of this impact disappears,
but the borders of the fields seem to be enhanced. Only a pixel shift correction removes this artifact and shows
primary water vapor amounts. (The image at the right is not smoothed against the others; the smoother appearance is
only due to the applied correction steps!).

APDA + pixel shift correction

LIRR calculation

APDA calculation

The range of the water vapor concentrations is within about 17 to 20 kg/m2, and even fine variations over the
plane between 18 and 19 kg/m2 can be observed in the shift corrected APDA image. This accuracy can not be
achieved with the traditional CIBR-technique, where background effects override the signal of the water vapor. In the
final image there are still small ground reflectance caused effects, which show that there is opportunity to improve
the water vapor retrieval results by a better atmospheric pre-correction or possibly by using spectral classification
techniques.

Figure 3: LIRR(61,62;55,56,68,69) calculation over the 1995 AVIRIS scene at Camarillo (near Oxnard, CA). Left: raw
calculation; middle: only atmospheric pre-correction applied; right: path radiance and pixel shift correction
combined. All images are smoothed with a filter size of 5x5 Pixels . The water vapor total column ranges
between 17.5 kg/m2 (dark areas) and 19.5 kg/m2(white areas), the mountain area appears black. The images are
enhanced to show variations over the plain between Camarillo (northern image border) and Point Mugu (south);
see also slide in the appendix.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that the introduced atmospheric pre-corrected differential absorption (APDA) technique allows to
measure spatial water vapor distributions even over flat areas with strong background reflectance variations. In
advance a quantitative method of channel selection yielded ranged sets of channels for application in the APDA
technique, and a large set of retrieval methods were evaluated using an exclusion and ranking process. This
combination of optimized channel selection, method evaluation and the APDA technique made it possible to achieve
significant improvement compared to traditional differential absorption techniques.
Applying the radiative transfer code MODTRAN3, the selected methods were calibrated to the total water vapor
columns. The retrieval of water vapor over land was possible with an accuracy of about ±5%. The error was
attributed to the uncertainty in background reflectance and aerosol concentration in the used atmospheric model. The
distribution with terrain height for 1991 data was very similar to the profile measured by radio sondes, although the
image was calibrated by the integrated total water vapor column (the slope of the water vapor profile has a
negligible effect on the results). Hence, the used methodology has the potential to derive water vapor profiles from
the boundary layer, using the digital terrain model.
In future work such profiling methods will be searched and three dimensional modeling of the water vapor field in
valleys will be tried. The complementary measurement of water vapor over dark surfaces (like lakes or cast shadow
areas) will only be possible with further improvements of the methodology. Such methods will differ essentially
from the differential absorption and nonlinear curve fitting techniques. The most promising approaches are the
improvement of the atmospheric pre-correction by introducing an iterative water vapor retrieval process or the
application of classification algorithms and spectral databases.
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